learners since 1600, most of which have previously received very little attention from this perspective, I examine the interplay and the tensions between the various motivations for learning German that have been asserted, and give some illustrations of how the various answers to "Why German?" were reflected in the contents of textbooks and examinations for learners. 4 Discussions of the value of German can be found in other kinds of primary sources, too, especially in the later period, including the popular and scholarly press, school prospectuses, policy documents, published and unpublished syllabi and curricula, but this study concentrates largely on the case made for German to its learners in the materials that were available to them. For the later nineteenth and twentieth centuries, however, when modern languages became institutionalized and then established in mass education, I have also made selective reference to policy documents, and to the popular and scholarly press, as these too became fora in which the value of German was discussed. We shall see that the question of why to learn German is closely related to expectations about who should learn German, and that those expectations, too, have changed; but I shall argue that cultural rather than purely instrumental reasons have remained crucial.
First Beginnings: Scholarly Interest in German
The first documented learners of German as a Foreign language (GFL) in Europe were merchants learning for commercial reasons, as attested by fifteenth-century manuals used for teaching German to Venetian cloth merchants. 5 However, there is no evidence that a similar need was felt by English traders -as long as || languages (http://www.speaktothefuture.org/), and more widely the 'Think German' networks (http:// www. daad.org.uk/en/12965/index.html), supported by the German Embassy. Hansa merchants ran the trade with England (until their ejection from England in 1598), it was Germans who learnt English, rather than vice versa. 6 Even in the seventeenth century, when Dutch-English manuals for merchants became numerous (the first printed in England was The Dutch Schoole Master of 1606, "wherein is shewed the true way to learne the Dutch tongue"), 7 there were no German-English equivalents, and when the first manual for learning German finally appeared in England in 1680, it was aimed at a scholarly audience. 8 The full title of Martin Aedler's High Dutch Minerva ("High Dutch" by contrast with Low Dutch, i.e. Dutch/Low German) advertised it as "A Perfect Grammar never extant before whereby The English may both easily and exactly learne the Neatest Dialect of the German Mother-Language used throughout all Europe". By the "Neatest Dialect", Aedler meant the prestigious Saxon pronunciation, of which he was a native speaker; he provided the first ever attempt to describe approximately German pronunciation for English learners by using English spelling (a method still beloved of phrase-books today). Note, for example, the rendering of den with dane in the first line of the Creed, one of his sample texts; note too the rendering of German long a as <àu>, indicative of the Saxon accent:
ih glaube an Gott den vater allmaehtigen shoepfer des himmels und der erden ig ghlòu-wey aun Gut dane vàuter, oll-magh t -e-ghen, shoepf-er das him-mels und dare arden.
presumably in the hope of attracting the interest of travellers and merchants. However, it sold poorly.
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It cannot have helped sales that Aedler had rejected as unnecessary the bilingual dialogues that were standard fare in language learning manuals of the time, and instead listed idioms (in loose alphabetical order by English keyword), which he considered more important because languages' idioms differed in unpredictable ways. Under 'clap', for example, we read er hat di Franzosen 
Social Prestige: Language Learning for Leisure in the Eighteenth Century
Before Aedler, already in the first half of the seventeenth century, we find various reports of plans to offer German at academies aimed at young noblemen.
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Whether or not German was in fact ever taught in any such academy, the proposal to offer German "indicates that German was of some interest to the cultural elite".
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The second guide for English speakers to learn German, Heinrich Offelen's Double Grammar for Germans to Learn English, and for English-men to Learn the German-tongue (1687), catered to this emerging interest among the leisured elite. Its format was, in contrast to Aedler's work, typical of the language manuals that had been circulating in Europe for a century or so. In addition to the usual bilingual dialogues about practical topics of interest to the traveller, Offelen also provided dialogues catering to the requirements of the Grand Tourist: a description of the German Empire (its legal and political foundations) and a description of Versailles. This work was clearly aimed at a leisured class; Offelen, in the preface, hoped it would be "wellreceived by the Nobility, Schollars and all Well-bred People". King, 1715) . Though bilingual, the work is "not a German grammar at all, but an English one with the examples translated into German" (Carr, "Early German Grammars," 469). Though König's Royal Compleat Grammar contained no information about German grammar, its bilingual dialogues could have been used by English speakers, likewise the thirty-seven pages of Gemeine Gespräche, lists of short phrases in parallel translation, grouped under headings according to function, such as "of complaining, of hoping and of despairing […] of affirming, granting, believ-ing and denying […] to ask advice". The attention paid to such functions suggests that Anglo-German contact had become a matter of developing and sustaining personal relationships according to social etiquette -not merely communication for survival while travelling, or for trade. Learners no longer expected merely to book rooms and order meals, or to negotiate prices (favourite topics in other language manuals), but to be able to hold their own in polite conversation. For example, two of König's dialogues model how to keep a conversation going about that most archetypical polite topic, the weather, and the art of paying a call (see figures 1 and 2), providing the foreign learner with just the kind of guidance that would also be available for native speakers to master the rules of these etiquette-governed communicative genres.
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German itself was not yet prestigious, but the learning of foreign languages for one's educational tour had become a sign of prestige, of the membership of a cultural elite.
German as a Language of Literature
Anglo-German contacts intensified under Hanoverian rule, evidenced by the popularity not just of König's bilingual manual (see note 19 above), but also of two further manuals, both specifically aimed at English learners of German and printed in Britain, and both running to more than one edition. 21 The steep increase in the reception of German literature in England has been documented by Boehning's study of periodicals of the time, 22 and in 1774 Gebhard Wendeborn (1742-1811), Minister at the German chapel on Ludgate Hill, was the first grammarian to present German to English learners explicitly as a language of literature and culture, in his Elements of German Grammar. Wendeborn observed in his preface that " [T] The French, who in general are thought to be rather partial to their own productions, have lately begun to study the German language, and to think favourably of German literature; against which they formerly entertained great prejudices. Among the English the German has been hitherto very little known; but there is reason to expect, that within a few years, even in this country, so famous for the improvement and patronage of the arts and sciences, the language and the literature of the Germans will no more be looked upon with indifference. 24 A reviewer of Wendeborn's grammar in the Critical Review in 1775 commented:
As German literature is at present of much greater consequence than is commonly apprehended, we join with the author in wishing, that it were more attended to, and that this Grammar may be an inducement and a help to the study of it, for at present we know scarce anything of it, excepting through the medium of French translations.
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Of particular interest in this climate of hunger for German literature is Wendeborn's "Catalogue of some of the best German modern writers", which he updated and expanded in a volume of Exercises published separately to accompany the third edition of the grammar, listing writers "Whose work, on account of the purity and elegance of the style, will improve the reader in the language, and at the same time afford him some agreeable entertainment".
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Many of Wendeborn's choices have an explicitly religious, devotional or moral subject, supporting Jefcoate's observation that it was on religious matters, especially Protestantism and the Pietist movement, that German culture had the greatest influence in eighteenth-century England.
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Over half of the authors whom Wendeborn listed were still alive at the time Wendeborn was writing: they included German not for its practical utility, but for its intellectual interest, both literary and linguistic. In his dedication to his royal patron Prince Frederick (Duke of York and second son of George III), Render pointed out that German is an original language, having no relationship to the Celtic; that it is one of the most ancient, the most copious, and the most energetic languages of the world; and that it has a particular claim to the attention of the literati in England, from its striking affinity to their own tongue.
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Five years later, in 1804, Render observed in his Complete Analysis of the German Language that "It is, I believe, generally allowed, that no country has produced a greater variety of Authors than Germany: and it is well-known that many of them have obtained a distinguished reputation in the various branches of literature.
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Render went on to list writers, across many fields of endeavour. Render's "catalogue of the best German writers" 32 contained over 130 names, repeating many of those given in the preface (see table 2 and the summary in  table 3) .
Render concluded by making a point that has often been made before and since -that reading in the original, giving "free and unconstrained access", is superior to relying on second-hand-translations:
I think it will be obvious to every reader, that an acquaintance with the German language must be of great utility; in order to peruse the works of German writers in the original; to have, as it were, free and unconstrained access to the treasures of knowledge, which the industry of the German has successfully been accumulating for a considerable time. 33 However, Guthke suggests that Render's recommendation of Kotzebue's (in Guthke's words) "sentimentale und krasse" dramas and works of the young Schiller (in places similarly flawed, according to Guthke) suggest Render's poor taste; the educated elite of England were, according to Guthke, already turning up their noses at such works. The first edition, written by Crabb at the age of twenty-two, included fables, stories, letters, readings about 'nature', and poetry, and seems to have been largely taken from pre-existing anthologies. The revised edition, though largely still taken from others' collections, shows, in Guthke's view, signs of an improved literary consciousness and taste, but Guthke concludes that overall there are as many 'lesser' authors as there are great authors of the Goethezeit; Schiller is given most room, but no more than Kotzebue, who remains just as prominent was he was in Render's book. 36 Whether or not German learners were exposed to the 'right' literature by Guthke's criteria, by 1824, Rowbotham was able to declare in his Practical German Grammar :
The Germans hold so high a rank in literature, science and the arts, and their authors of eminence are so numerous in every department of human knowledge, that the study of their language has now become, not merely desirable as a matter of taste, but, in some degree, necessary to every person who has the slightest pretensions to an acquaintance with European literature. 37 Note, however, that Rowbotham still asserted, "Its utility, in a mercantile point of view, cannot be doubted" 38 -see section 6 below.
GFL as Mental Training
The tail end of the late eighteenth century saw the emergence of a new reason to value the learning of German as a foreign language. Mastering the grammatical complexities of the foreign language and wrestling with translation between the mother tongue and the foreign language were viewed as valuable exercises that developed the intellectual powers of learners, as part of a wider Neohumanist educational ideal, first codified by Wilhelm von Humboldt in 1809 for the education of the elite in Prussia's Gymnasien, but influential throughout Europe.
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The first foreign language textbook that aimed to promote such mental gymnastics was a kurzer Zeit gründlich erlernen kann (1783); it was soon widely imitated. 40 Meidinger included exercises devoted to practising specific points of grammarthis was the meaning of praktisch or "practical" in the title of his and later works. Meidinger and his ilk were damned by late nineteenth-century languageteaching reformers as exponents of the hated "grammar-translation method" (see note 62 below), but were actually at the forefront of innovation in their own time: the idea of including practical exercises to aid learning was absolutely new. The first such "practical" grammar of German for English learners was John Uttiv's Complete Practical German Grammar (1796). In many ways Uttiv's text was very similar to earlier manuals, including dialogues, but Uttiv also added exercises. He "chiefly followed: and indeed often strictly copi'd' the 'truly excellent'" method of Meidinger. 
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A year after Uttiv, Wendeborn also published a volume of exercises, to accompany his own grammar. Apologizing in his preface that the style of his exercises was not as "neat and elegant", nor as "connected and interesting" as in other types of writing, he explained that "[t]he author's chief aim was to combine, in each line of an Exercise, as many words as could be well joined, to elucidate the particular rules for which they were intended".
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In this, Wendeborn arguably succeeded, as he contrived to string together lots of words in single but highly artificial sentences. For example, an exercise on the definite article, to be translated into German, runs: "The cunning fox, that killed the hen of the poor woman, who sold the eggs to the wife of the butcher, has been seen near the cottage, which is not far from the meadow, where the cows and the sheep of the farmer are grazing". 44 Besides requiring eleven definite articles which between them cover all three genders, singular and plural, and all four grammati- cal cases, this sentence plainly incorporates a good number of syntactical complexities that would be far beyond the reach of any beginning learner. Similarly, the first exercise for translation into English runs, "Ein Habicht, der eine Taube verfolgte, sah ihr mit einem scharfen Auge nach, und schoß, von einer großen Höhe, auf sie herab: allein, ein Jäger rettete sie, indem er, mit einer Flinte, dem Raubvogel eine Kugel in die Brust schoß". 45 The sentence does indeed illustrate the indefinite articles in three cases, but, even with all the vocabulary supplied in a list below the sentence, its syntax would have posed a considerable challenge to the beginning learner (with two subordinate clauses and separable verbs, for example, not to the mention the differences in idiom). While the addition of targeted exercises at all was an innovation, and the layout on the page was clear and generous, making them at least look manageable, thought had yet to be given to the grading of the exercises.
The emergence of this kind of exercise coincided with the incorporation of modern languages (in Britain: French and German) into school curricula at the turn of the nineteenth century. In the eighteenth century, while French had been widely taught in private schools catering to the emerging middle classes, German seems to have been taught in Britain only in the so-called Dissenting Academies of non-conformist Protestant groups. 46 Many other pupils would have learnt German with a private tutor or governess, and the fact that Queen Victoria employed a German governess for her children meant that from the 1840s "an increasing number of well-to-do families in England wanted their children to be taught German by a native speaker". 47 The first of the emerging major Public Schools to offer German may have been the newly founded University College School (founded as part of University College London, established in 1826). Its prospectus, issued in 1830, indicated that boys would "enter the German class" as soon as they were "sufficiently master of the French language"; the study of German was "introduced for the specific purpose of enabling the pupil to avail himself of the valuable assistance afforded by the labours of German Philologists towards the right study of Classical Literature" -a new scholarly, and very typically nineteenth-century, reason for mastering German. 48 Several other schools followed in the 1840s. 49 At Rugby, under the headship of Thomas Arnold (head there 1828-1841), French and German were even compulsory for pupils not taking a science. 50 When Oxford and Cambridge Universities introduced their public examinations for school pupils from 1858, German was included along with French as one of two modern languages in the list of available subjects.
German for Business Purposes?
From the outset, German textbook authors were in the habit of mentioningalongside other advantages -the usefulness of German for trade. Some textbooks from the mid-eighteenth century featured written commercial German (only then catching up with the much longer tradition in other language pairs, e.g. Dutch-English manuals such as that of François Hillenius of 1664). 51 An example from Bachmair's Complete German Grammar (1771) is given in figures 3 and 4. In the latter decades of the nineteenth century, the importance of German for trade was being asserted not just by individuals, but also in public debate. The perceived need for German for commercial purposes was not remotely reflected in the types of examinations for which pupils in Public Schools and grammar schools were prepared -for, though intended for pupils not going on to university, the papers were set by university academics. Nor did the code governing higher grade elementary schools allow for language learning in their curriculum, which, catering to the children of skilled workers, minor professionals, and tradesmen, might have been expected to meet the need for commercial clerks with language skills. merce, which had found that "the number of foreign clerks employed by leading firms steadily increases".
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In this climate the Cambridge Syndicate of Local Examinations took the well-intentioned step of introducing a commercial examination in 1888 with a compulsory foreign language element, at which German (or French or Spanish) could be offered as a subject, including compulsory translation of a business letter in German handwriting (see figure 5) , and an optional conversation test. 54 Textbooks of "Commercial German" were produced for this new constituency of middle-class learners who might go on to clerical positions in commercial houses. However, as the foreword to one such manual noted, "Few boys have experience or imagination enough to enter intelligently into the higher commercial technique", which was therefore "best left to the practical training of the office". The author's modest goal was that "all boys may gain working knowledge of German by means of a more useful vocabulary and a less complicated grammar than that usually presented", with an effort made to include some core business vocabulary (e.g. Kaufleute, Geschäft, Kommis), and introducing simple business letters in the later chapters. The results of the Cambridge commercial examinations were disappointing. In the first year, only eight out of forty-nine candidates were awarded Commercial Certificates, and in German, the most ordinary rules of German grammar seemed to be unknown to most of the candidates […] No candidate was able to write a German business-letter on a given subject […] In German Conversation [not compulsory] two of the seven candidates who presented themselves passed.
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In 1892 things were no better: "No candidate gave evidence of being able to write a correct and idiomatic German letter". 58 The numbers presenting for the Commercial Certificate remained low, as did the rate of success, and -after a final year in 1893 with only eight entrants, of whom five passed, the examination was discontinued. 59 The difficulty lay in the gulf between the expectation that pupils should learn commercially useful German and the reality that such a difficult and specialized variety simply could not be mastered in the time available to school pupils. As Jethro Bithell wrote some decades later in an Encyclopaedia of Education entry on teaching commercial German (1921), "Commercial German being a language in itself, those who teach it must make a detailed study of it." 60 
An anonymous item in the Educational Times of 1919 repeated with approval the view expressed in a recent issue of the Liverpool Journal of
Commerce that "Commerce calls for a study of German", but the final sentence quoted from the original piece was crucial: "If British commerce is to penetrate into and seek to displace German commerce in Europe, or in any part of the globe, a perfect knowledge, technical and commercial, of German is a first essential to success".
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Such "perfect knowledge" of a specialist variety was -and remains -a tall order at school level. , 1921) , 692f., here: 693. Bithell also pointed out the difficulty of reading German handwritten letters, even if the spread of typewriters was starting to reduce the difficulty. "The practice may begin with letters carefully written and pass on to scrawls and scribble". 61 Anon., "Should we teach German?", in Educational Times 71 (1919), 13.
German as Part of "Modern Languages" in School Curricula in the Early Twentieth Century
The second half of the nineteenth century saw increasing professionalization of teachers in general, and of modern language teachers in particular. In newly founded associations and journals teachers across Europe debated the best methods to teach and learn language, in what came to be known as the Reform Movement.
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Also at stake was the place of Modern Languages in the curriculum. Proponents argued that modern language study could supply everything that the more highly regarded Classics could (i.e. training in linguistic analysis and exposure to great literature, providing both mental rigour and moral edification), but with the added value of a living language. Karl Breul, Reader in German in Cambridge (and Schröder Professor of German there from 1910), declared: "Modern Languages are at last beginning to receive in this country the attention to which the subject is entitled not only by its practical usefulness but still more by its intrinsic value as an important element in a truly liberal education." 63 Unfortunately for German, this view of "Modern Languages" as a single discipline, one subject, implied that all its benefits could be gained by studying just one language -and that language was, generally, French, which was hist- orically and by a clear margin the first foreign language. 64 Even the President of the Modern Language Association, A.C. Benson, told the Association in 1907, "I do not think that we can secure a firm position for German, but yet I think we can secure it for French". 65 Benson repeated arguments about the value of learning a modern language that are familiar today, including an idea of intercultural awareness avant la lettre:
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It gives mental proportion, mental perspective; it shows that people of different nationalities approach subjects from different points of view; it gives largeness and breadth to the mental horizon; it corrects the insularity and self-satisfaction that is one of the worst qualities of a complacent and self-absorbed nationality; it introduces the mind to a whole range of novel ideas and emotions; it shows the different scale of qualities among the nations. 67 And yet:
I venture to believe that this is possible with a single language only, for most people […] I claim, then, that a single modern language should be made the basis of our linguistic instruction; and, though I am inclined to think that we Englishmen are more in need of the kind of message which German literature can give us: its lofty emotion, its intellectual enthusiasm, its unaffected idealism, yet I believe that French is probably the more practical choice, because of its greater variety, its more tangible imaginativeness, and its exquisite precision and delicacy of literary form. 68 Not surprisingly, World War I also had a negative effect on the status of German as a school subject. Between 1912 and 1918, thirty-eight schools gave up German as subject, thirteen of them in the two years before the war. 69 Symptomatic, perhaps, of anti-German feeling, is a letter published in The Times in 1915, advocating making Spanish rather than German the second foreign language in Britain (see figure 6 ). The writer made the pragmatic point that Spanish was easier than German for pupils who have already learnt French; the economic argument for strengthening trade with South America; and the ideological one that it was not now 'seemly' for knowledge of German to stand at the gateway to the British Civil Service. The feeling that the future of German in schools was at risk is evident in the frequency of publications by teachers and academics with titles like "German?", "The study of German after the war", or "Should we teach German?".
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Symptomatic of what was clearly happening across the country in the second decade of the twentieth century is the decision recorded in the minutes of the Masters' Meeting at Rugby of November 22, 1918 , that in Upper Middle 1, "German will be dropped, two of the periods being devoted to Latin and two to French". While German did not completely disappear from Rugby, it lost ground to French; Latin remained secure because it was still a requirement for university admission.
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In 1928 at the Secondary School Certificate examination, when 54,273 students offered French, only 3,837 took German (Spanish, with 719 entrants, was small but growing). In Ireland, only 7.4% of examination candidates took German (down from the high-point of 18,4% in 1912); in 1927 there were only thirty-three candidates.
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The 1912 Circular on Modern Languages (Board of Education Circular 797) noted with concern that German was "completely disappearing from the curriculum in schools where it formerly found a place". Both the Circular and the 1918 Leathes Report on Modern Languages made the case that at least some schools should make German the first foreign language, especially in regions where commercial and industry links to Germany were strong: "After the war, the importance of German must correspond with the importance of Germany. If Germany after the war is still enterprising, industrious, highly organized, formidable not less in trade than in arms, we cannot afford to neglect her or ignore her for a moment." 
Making the Case for German in the Twentieth Century
The case for German in schools throughout the nineteenth century and early twentieth century had essentially been made on intellectual grounds. Whether the emphasis was on the rigours of grammar and translation or on the access to a treasure-house of literature, philology and science, and whether more or less explicitly as an alternative to the Classics -German, the second modern language after French, was part of any good liberal education. According to Bayley, the Leathes Report on "Modern Studies" laid the emphasis firmly on languages as part of the "ideal of humane learning", even if it did also note the value of languages for business and public service.
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This ideal was also perpetuated in materials for pupils, such as Beresford Webb's Second German Book, Lesson 34, "Warum ich die deutsche Sprache lernen sollte". Here, two of the seven reasons listed were purely practical (4 and 7 below, travel and trade/profession), but the remainder all made the case for the cultural importance and prestige of German on the world stage (1, 2 and 3), or asserted the value of language study in its own right (5 and 6):
7. Weil in jedem Beruf, sei es im Handel, in der Kunst und Wissenschaft, im Civil-und Militär-Dienste oder in der Diplomatie, die Kenntnis der deutschen Sprache vom größ-ten Nutzen ist und zu meinem Erfolg in diesen Fächern bedeutend beitragen wird. 76 Kron's 1916 textbook for advanced learners of German also opens with a programmatic passage "Warum lernen wir Deutsch?" Kron begins by emphasizing the achievements of German culture (Errungenschaften der deutschen Kultur), and even when he raises the practical usefulness of German to the traveller, it is not so much as an essential means of communication but because it allows the traveller to communicate with locals first-hand and so to enjoy a richer experience; a second-hand experience of the culture, by means of a translation, can only ever be second-best (cf. Render's view expressed in 1804, above). When Kron's final sentence concedes that German might also be practically useful, it is to ensure that the unsuspecting traveller or trader is not cheated by "gewissenslose Leute". 77 Later developments in the twentieth century -not least World War IImade it more difficult to make the case for German on the grounds of prestige, either of German culture, or as part of the discipline of Modern Languages. It is impossible here to show in detail the effects of Nazism, World War II, German division and (re)unification on how Germany and German were presented to British learners (something I have discussed elsewhere), 78 but it is worth noting that the textbooks in the first two decades after World War II typically passed over the Nazi period in complete silence, and dwelled even more emphatically on the riches of older German culture, intended more or less explicitly to counteract images of German "militarism […] nourished by the press", as the author of a 1958 School German Course put it. 79 Meanwhile, however, other developments began to reduce the focus on learning German to gain access to a great culture. The "languages for all" movement of the late 1950s and 1960s, associated with moves towards comprehensivization (i.e. non-selective 'comprehensive' schools replacing the two-tier secondary modern/selective grammar school system), opened up the learning of German (and other foreign languages) beyond private and grammar schools to large numbers of pupils across the whole ability range. Optimism about the feasibility of teaching languages to large numbers had been fuelled post-war by news of Armed Forces language training programmes where average learners were apparently successful, and the Newsom Report on education for average and lesser ability pupils, Half Our Future (1963), argued strongly that pupils of all abilities should have the opportunity to learn a foreign language. 80 Eric Orton's Auf deutsch, bitte! (1959) was specially written "for use in Comprehensive and Secondary Modern Schools" with the ambition "to establish German as an exciting and rewarding new subject" for this new constituency of pupils. Orton followed "the recommendations on the teaching of modern languages to non-academic pupils as given by the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters in their book The Teaching of Modern Languages", 81 including selecting vocabulary according to frequency of use, "only a minimum of carefully presented grammar", plenty of repetition, and an overall slower pace than in "the usual Grammar School course". Orton chose his material with the aim of "giving a lively and amusing picture of Germany and the Germans". The late 1970s and early 1980s saw another adjustment to less academic pupils, as the Graded Objectives movement in Modern Languages broke the syllabus down into a "series of short-term goals, each building on the one before, so that the pupil advances in knowledge and skill". 83 As CILT's Derek Hewitt announced in 1986, "Gone are the days when German groups were selected in years 2 and 3 on the sole criterion of pupils being considered able to complete an often rigorous course […] over three to four years." 84 The philosophy of the Graded Objectives movement ultimately produced the Council of Europe's Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, worked on from 1989 and finally published in 2001, which identified six reference levels, expressed in terms of what the learner can do, from A1 to C2, and which have been widely influential. These developments all aimed to bring foreign language learning, and, equally importantly, a sense of attainment in that learning, within reach of everyone. Where skills-based targets began to dictate the curriculum, however, there was less and less scope for the 'prestige' side of language learning, and in their eagerness to embrace the usefulness of languages in the context of greater European integration, language advocates increasingly laid the emphasis on the practical usefulness of German. For example, when Nigel Reeves -then Professor of German at Aston University and member of the National Congress on Languages in Education at the timeopened CILT's 1986 German in the United Kingdom conference, he was presumably well aware that the Under-Secretary for Education Peter Brooke was in his audience and judged that it was the economic case for German that had the greatest chance of a sympathetic hearing. Reeves began by staking out the territory of literary worth, citing Heine, but he swiftly moved to "the industrial and commercial necessity for an emphasis in British education on foreign languages and on German in particular", 85 and it was to this that he devoted the majority of his speech. Even the "moral" case for German as part of the "intellectual portfolio of an educated Briton as a European and as a citizen of the world" 86 is exemplified by Reeves with an economist's argument: the need to understand the country that produced Marx, and hence capitalism.
Conclusion
I have documented the emergence of several, often overlapping, reasons for the usefulness of learning German: limited scholarly interest (seventeenth century onwards); the social capital generated by learning languages for leisure, and the ability to participate in the international intercourse of a social elite, for example on the Grand Tour (late seventeenth century and eighteenth century); knowledge of a prestige language, opening the doors to a great culture and literature (from the 1770s onwards); the benefits of a modern language as a 'discipline' in formal education; commercial importance; and, finally, a return to the practical needs of the traveller typically catered to in seventeenth-and eighteenth-century manuals, from the early twentieth century onwards, as languages became available to all school pupils, not just a social or academic elite. 87 In current discourse aimed at trying to increase the uptake of German and modern languages these days, we hear (and perhaps ourselves say) most about the last two of these reasons -the business case and the needs of the tourist. But why have people really learnt German? Ortmanns concluded his 1993 study of GFL in Britain with the assertion that historic increases in the learning of German in particular (rather than of Modern Languages in general) are largely explained by economic factors, 88 and that cultural or linguistic factors played at best a secondary role. To my mind, the evidence presented above suggests the reverse. While claims about the utility of German were made from the outset, and certainly increased in intensity as economics and politics dictated, there is little evidence that these arguments actually convinced learners to take up German. German rose to prominence in the late eighteenth century above all for cultural reasons -increased contact with Germany, in part thanks to Hanoverian rule, combined with an increased appreciation of its culture. Always second to French, German stayed in second place in schools until the last twenty years or so, when German has lost ground to Spanish. Spanish has
